Review of Batch Effects Prevention, Diagnostics, and Correction Approaches.
Systematic technical variation in high-throughput studies consisting of the serial measurement of large sample cohorts is known as batch effects. Batch effects reduce the sensitivity of biological signal extraction and can cause significant artifacts. The systematic bias in the data caused by batch effects is more common in studies in which logistical considerations restrict the number of samples that can be prepared or profiled in a single experiment, thus necessitating the arrangement of subsets of study samples in batches. To mitigate the negative impact of batch effects, statistical approaches for batch correction are used at the stage of experimental design and data processing. Whereas in genomics batch effects and possible remedies have been extensively discussed, they are a relatively new challenge in proteomics because methods with sufficient throughput to systematically measure through large sample cohorts have only recently become available. Here we provide general recommendations to mitigate batch effects: we discuss the design of large-scale proteomic studies, review the most commonly used tools for batch effect correction and overview their application in proteomics.